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COMMENTS OF ANTERIX 

Anterix respectfully submits the following comments in response to the Draft Guidelines and 
Request for Public Comment of the Public Utility Commission of the State of Oregon (“Commission”), 
issued October 1, 2020. 

Anterix empowers the modernization of critical infrastructure by enabling private broadband 
connectivity.  As explained in these comments, utility-controlled, private wireless broadband networks 
such as those enabled by Anterix are critical to meeting the modernization challenge described in the 
Draft Guidelines. 

Anterix fully supports the Staff’s desire to “advance least-cost investments to modernize the grid 
as a foundation for optimization of the distribution system, in order to foster higher levels of customer 
access and interaction, and integration of variable resources.”  Equally important is the Staff’s vision 
foreseeing “an eventual transition to a more responsive platform capable of minimizing the frequency 
and impact of outages, supporting decarbonization, optimizing system performance, and enabling 
customers to deploy distributed energy resources in a manner that minimizes their costs while 
maximizing system benefits.”  Anterix believes that the Staff’s goals will create a pathway to a cleaner 
and more reliable, resilient, and secure grid.  The increasingly intelligent future grid envisioned by the 
Staff, and supported by Anterix, will require an equally intelligent broadband communications platform. 

The Staff’s vision of a more responsive platform will rest on an advanced communications 
network with the ability to: 1) monitor the data from all energy utilities, including consumer resources 
behind the meter; and 2) manage certain loads, storage and dispatchable generation.  The ability to 
monitor the grid will provide the insight and the capability necessary to manage resources to optimize 
grid operations.  Once an advanced communications network is supporting grid operations, it will 
provide the flexibility to adjust priorities and operations to meet potential emergencies or long-term 
goals.  The communications network becomes a platform for innovation.  Anterix believes that a private, 
non-proprietary LTE network is the best way to ensure security and support the Commission’s goals. 

The Staff correctly points out that optimization of tomorrow’s grid will require a much higher 
level of system awareness and the ability to productively modify resource behavior.  Utilities need a 
communications network that is “utility-grade,” – operational when needed most during and after 
disasters. They require a network with extremely low latency so the utility can monitor and react to 
disturbances before they create problems—like recognizing a falling line and deenergizing it before it 
hits the ground and causes a forest fire.  Above all, utilities require secure private networks separate and 



 

apart from the public internet as delineated in the number one recommendation of the National 
Infrastructure Advisory Council.1   

 
Historically, utility telecommunications networks were purpose-built, relying upon technologies 

and resources that now are reaching their end-of-life, or are reliant on increasingly congested 
unlicensed spectrum.  Running fiber to every grid device beyond utility substations is not an option for 
most utilities.  A robust, secure, private wireless broadband network is needed to fulfill the twin goals of 
insight and optimization.  

 
Anterix understands how access to the right spectrum empowers the modernization of critical 

infrastructure by enabling private broadband connectivity.  This foundational spectrum enables risk 
mitigation and meets evolving business needs of electric utilities, with greater cybersecurity, resiliency, 
and control.  To describe some of the benefits introduced above, Anterix has attached for the 
Commission’s consideration Anterix’s “Private LTE Broadband Changes the Game for Utilities” overview. 

These comments, including the document attached hereto and incorporated by reference, 
highlight the importance of wireless broadband networks to the future of Oregon utilities and their 
customers.  As foundational infrastructure integral to the modern grid, Anterix submits to the 
Commission that private LTE communications networks will enable a broad range of benefits for 
Oregon.   

Respectfully submitted, 

Andrew J. Bordine 
Vice President, Energy Markets & Innovation 
Anterix Inc. 

       3 Garret Mountain Plaza Suite 401  
       Woodland Park, NJ 07424 

        

Attachments 

Anterix, “Private LTE broadband changes the game for utilities” (also available at 
https://anterix.com/private-lte-broadband-changes-the-game-for-utilities/). 

 
1 In its August 2017 report, the President’s National Infrastructure Advisory Council recommended the 
Administration “Establish SEPARATE, SECURE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS specifically designated for 
the most critical cyber networks” (emphasis in original).  It went on to state, “Industrial control systems 
connected to business IT systems and the Internet constitute a systemic cyber risk among critical 
infrastructure.”  (Available at <https://www.hsdl.org/?abstract&did=803545>). 

https://anterix.com/private-lte-broadband-changes-the-game-for-utilities/
https://www.hsdl.org/?abstract&did=803545


The electric utility business is fundamentally more complex today than it was even five 

years ago: once primarily the supplier of centrally-produced power, the utility is now the 

master orchestrator of a multitude of distributed energy resources. Enabling the modern 

grid requires a solid foundation of certain strategic technologies, including private 

wireless broadband communications. 

Utilities rely upon data from devices throughout their systems to maintain reliable 

customer service and ensure the security and efficiency of operations. According to 

Navigant Research, electric utilities will increase the number of connected data-creating 

devices by a factor of eight in the next decade, and the amount of data each device 

generates will also grow. Though much of the focus in grid modernization efforts is on 

the sensors and intelligent devices that create the data (like smart meters, line sensors or 

smart inverters) and applications that analyze the data, present it visually, and/or cause a 

specific automated action on the grid (like emergency load transfer to avoid a customer 

outage), underlying all of it is the communications network that carries that data. 

The modernized grid requires 
wireless broadband communications.

The electric utility industry is changing, evolving from centralized generation and 

distribution to a more efficient and resilient distributed model. Data connectivity is the 

nerve system that makes this coordinated, interactive approach possible, but today’s 

amalgam of narrowband and limited-application wireless networks—many of which 

are nearing end of life—is too inefficient, complex, and capacity-constrained to support 

tomorrow’s modernized grid. 

Navigant Research explains that though utilities have deployed a variety of wireless 

networks to support specific applications, “the economics of maintaining dozens of 

limited purpose networks—and the staff to support them—will become impossible to 

justify,” and “reliance upon a vast array of incompatible networks… is inefficient and will 

ultimately become unmanageable.” To modernize, a utility will need an efficient, secure, 

scalable, broadband communications platform that it controls, allowing it to phase out 

the complex collection of limited-purpose networks upon which it currently relies. 

Fiber connectivity is a critical component of utility communications systems, providing 

both robust backhaul for wireless systems as well as secure transport for data that never 

touches a wireless system at all. They are complementary broadband systems, each 

bringing important strengths: private wireless provides a scalable, flexible, cost-effective 

way to securely connect tens of thousands of devices; fiber provides robust, secure, 

high-capacity connectivity for critical data. 

Utility-grade broadband 
requires private networks.

Wireless broadband service is readily available 

from commercial carriers, and that service 

may be appropriate for certain non-critical 

applications, or in cases where the utility has 

not yet had time to build a utility-grade system. 

But mission-critical applications require greater 

security, reliability, and guaranteed speed (lower 

latency) than commercial carriers provide. 

Commercial networks offer “best efforts” service; 

utility networks must be hardened to prevent 

compromise by human actors and natural 

disasters, reliable so they work even under 

emergency conditions, and resilient to quickly 

recover from setbacks and support power 

restoration efforts. On commercial networks, 

traffic competes for limited bandwidth; utilities 

require dedicated bandwidth so that critical grid 

communications can get through every time, 

even when traffic from millions of consumers 

clogs commercial networks.

Utilities are constantly on the lookout for ways 

to reduce their vulnerabilities to cyberattack, 

and a private network can help limit that exposure. 

By implementing a closed, purpose-built 

network separated from the public Internet 

and by phasing out diverse, hard-to-manage 

deployments of outdated network technologies 

in favor of a consolidated, modern broadband 

system, utilities can reduce the attack surface 

and improve their cyber security posture.

Private LTE broadband 
changes the game for utilities.
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Wireless broadband networks require spectrum, 
infrastructure, and technology.

Perhaps the most visible part of the infrastructure of a wireless broadband network is 

the cell tower with its familiar panel antennae. In addition to other infrastructure elements, 

including backhaul transport (both fiber and microwave), the physical equipment that 

comprises the core network, and end-point devices (including connected sensors), 

wireless broadband networks also require spectrum: a critical input that is rarer and less 

tangible than infrastructure but equally essential. Without access to spectrum (radio 

channels) for the use of the infrastructure, there is no wireless broadband service.

Spectrum in the 900 MHz Band 
is perfect for utility broadband. 

Not all spectrum is the same, however: the characteristics of the radio wave itself can 

affect the amount of infrastructure the network needs (tower density), and the usage 

requirements imposed by regulators (whether it is licensed only to the network operator 

or available to any/all users, like most WiFi systems) can determine its availability for 

critical communications during an emergency. Networks using spectrum below 1GHz 

require fewer towers than those using higher-band spectrum because low-band signals 

can better travel long distances and penetrate walls and foliage. Additionally, exclusive 

licensed spectrum provides legal access to the spectrum’s full capacity, free from 

competing uses. The 900 MHz band is licensed spectrum—and the federal government 

approved it for broadband use nationwide. 

The network’s ability to meet a utility’s performance requirements is determined by 

the technology embedded in the network infrastructure that makes use of the spectrum. 

For example, the time required for sensor data to reach a control system on the grid 

(latency) can make the difference between successful mitigation and a catastrophic 

event. Among mature mobile wireless broadband technologies, the most advanced— 

and the one that supports the lowest latency—is LTE, the same technology already 

proven in critical infrastructure deployments worldwide. LTE brings with it a range of 

other important benefits, including a vast ecosystem of products already available for use 

in the 900 MHz band, scalability, and a roadmap for ongoing technical evolution. Choice 

of spectrum will affect a utility’s ability to take advantage of these many benefits of LTE.

Utilities must prioritize the communications platform 
as the critical strategic asset it has become. 

In the past, utilities treated communications networks as a necessary cost of doing 

business. Those days are gone. The inexorable march of utility modernization 

necessitates a communications network that is a foundational element in providing safe 

and reliable service to customers, today and in the future. As an increasingly complex 

grid relies ever more upon data, the communications network becomes one of the 

utility’s primary strategic assets.

Anterix Inc.

Delivers game-changing connectivity for 

critical infrastructure, including next-generation 

communications platforms to support utilities’ 

grid modernization and cybersecurity strategies. 

We partner with utilities and ecosystem vendors 

to build secure, reliable, cost effective, and 

customized LTE solutions on our 900 MHz 

licensed nationwide spectrum.

Anterix.com
Find out more at

*Richelle Elberg, Navigant Research, “The Urgent Need for a Licensed Broadband 

Spectrum Allocation for Critical Infrastructure,” (2018) at 5. Anter i>{™ 
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